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0. Parts involved
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1. Download the Danalock app
Go to Google Play or App Store and download the Danalock app. 
When the app is installed you create a user profile by pressing the 
blue ring. You will use this profile each time you sign into the app.

You will need to finish set-
ting the Danalock up in the 
app after mounting it on 
the door.

Add
 lock

Settings

Lock users
Log

Menu
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2. Get your tools together
To install the Danalock, you’ll need a Phillips  screw dri ver and tape, 
preferably masking tape. Should you need to  remove or readjust 
the lock, a pen tip or paper  clip will be needed.
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3. Check door alignment
Ensure that your door is properly aligned before beginning instal-
lation.

You should be able to lock 
your door without pushing, 
pulling, or lifting the door. 

Thumb-turn  
must move and 
 lock smoothly.
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4. Secure outside keyhole
Before removing your existing lock, use tape to secure the outside 
keyhole. This will keep it in place as you remove the screws on the 
inside.
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5. Remove inside thumb-turn
Remove the inside thumb-turn, leaving just the deadbolt and tail-
piece remaining. Set aside the screws. You’ll reinstall them in step 8.
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6. Select a backplate
Find the backplate that matches the brand of your existing lock.
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7. Remove the paper from the stickers 
On the backside of  the backplate you’ll  find three stickers. 

Remove the paper  from the stickers. 
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8. Fasten backplate
Fasten the backplate where the thumb-turn was using the two 
origin  al screws, with the arrow on the label pointing up. 

The notches on the backplate must be 
facing out with the tailpiece centered 
exactly in the middle hole.

Original sc rews
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9. Select tailpiece adapter
Select the tailpiece adapter that matches  the shape of your existing 
lock’s tailpiece.

Baldwin

Emtek
Omnia
Weiser

Weslock

Baldwin
Kwikset

Schlage
Depends on the length

of your tailpiece. 
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10. Insert adapter into Danalock
Insert the selected  tailpiece adapter into  your Danalock and press 
 until it clicks in place.

Click!
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11. Fit and fasten Danalock
Fit the Danalock onto the backplate with the battery cover fac-
ing down, the tailpiece sliding into the adapter and the backplate 
notches into the back of the lock. 

Battery cover
facing down

Tailpiece

Backplate
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12. Align the platemarks
Find the small marking at the edge of the backplate and align it with 
the hole in the cover ring surrounding the Danalock. Now you are 
sure to hit the notches on the backplate with the Danalock.
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13. Fasten the Danalock
Turn the Danalock clockwise until it clicks to fasten it to the backplate. 

NOTE: If you need to unfasten and retry, see “Uninstall instructions” 
on p. 22.

Click!
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14. Activate batteries
Pull out the plastic tab to activate the batteries. A light will flash to 
confirm the Danalock  is ready.

Note: If the batteries are disconnected, you will have to re-calibrate 
the Danalock.
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15. Before completing the setup
Your Danalock is now attached to the door. 

Leave the door open, so 
the lock isn’t influenced 
when calibrated. 
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16. Open the Danalock app 
Open the Danalock app you downloaded at the start. When you 
have logged in you will see your empty keychain. Press ”Add lock” at 
the bottom of the screen.

A guide will now lead you 
through the installation 
and configuration  of your 
Danalock.

Add
 lock

Settings

Lock users
Log

Menu

You  have  no  keys

Add  your  first  lock  

by  pressing  the  

”Add  lock”  icon

below
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17. Dismount instructions
If at any time you need to dismount the Danalock from your door, in-
sert a pen tip into the hole at the top inner edge of the lock and press 
while turning the lock counter- clockwise until the lock releases. 

This will not reset the lock 
or disconnect it from your 
account,  but the lock may 
need to be re-calibrated 
if fastened to  your door 
again.
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18. LED-Signals
A LED light on the Danalock indi-
cates the status of several opera-
tions with different colours:

LED-Mode LED color Status indication

Constant red till light finishes Lock has successfully locked

Constant green till light finishes Lock has successfully unlocked

Constant white for 3 seconds Power on. Batteries are activated

Red light flashes every 5 minutes Critical battery level

Constant purple Firmware is being updated

Blue light flashes Settings are changed/saved
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19. Configuring the Danalock V3 with click-commands
You can configure the Danalock via the button found in the small 
hole on the top of the lock. When you click through settings, the 
LED will change color according to the scheme on the next page. 

When you get to the setting you want to change, wait for 5 seconds 
and the Danalock will react to your command. If you make a wrong 
number of clicks, just stop at a number of clicks where the LED 
doesn’t light up and wait for 5 seconds. The LED will flash red to indi-
cate that it has timed out.
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Clicks Color Activity

1 Green Inclusion mode

This mode is used to in- or exclude your Danalock with a Z-Wave or Zigbee gateway. 
When the Danalock blinks green it is in ex/inclusion mode and you have 30 seconds to 
pair the Danalock with a gateway.

2 Yellow Manual calibration

Turn the Danalock to the desired unlocked position. Start the calibration with the 
click command and wait for the LED to start blinking yellow. Turn the Danalock to the 
desired locked position while the LED blinks and click the button once to save the 
locked position. If the lock doesn’t receive a response from you within 30 seconds the 
calibration will be canceled.

3 White Auto calibration

Turn the Danalock to unlocked position and lift the handle if needed. Leave the door 
open while the Danalock auto calibrates. Start the auto calibration with the click 
command. The Danalock will blink white while auto calibrating.

7 Cancel

10 Red Reset user settings

This action deletes all user settings on the Danalock. The Danalock responds by 
blinking red.
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